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Kelvyn Shantry, Councillor, Teignbridge District Council  

Consultee ID 18934  

Additional Statement Tuesday 24th September  

Matter 13 .Infrastructure and Monitoring  

Question 75. How will these be funded and delivered, Is the funding gap 

too great to suggest a realistic prospect of delivery of all necessary 

infrastructure? 

; 

Local Authorities need to source adequate funding for the Infrastructure 

necessary to deliver the needs of the additional homes and population 

anticipated over the next 20 years. I contest that TDC have made 

fundamental errors in assessing the Infrastructure funding population 

projections for Teignbridge for the life of plan 2013 to 20133 which will 

have major impacts on the provision of Infrastructure. 

May I refer you to my original submission in December which contained 

Infrastructure funding comments and evidence from pages 26 to 35. I will 

not duplicate this work; rather add my own thoughts regarding new 

evidence arising since the original submission as to why the Infrastructure 

funding has to be considered highly suspect. 

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan (excluding the SDLR) has been 

significantly reduced from an original draft costing of £349 million to a 

final estimate of £243 million. A quite remarkable reduction of 30% worthy 

of some comment in times of capital costs normally only going one way 

...and that is not down! Reductions include a significant reduction in costs 

for all major Roads, including the Link Road at Wolborough, the complete 

omission of £10million water and drainage costs for Newton Abbot 

projects, and significant reductions in School building costs. 

 

IDP Draft  £m Final £m % 

Critical  138 120 87 

Important 139 86 62 

Desirable /Local 72 37 51 

Total 349 243 70 
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Additionally the designation of Infrastructure has shifted away from 

desirable local infrastructure (which improves the quality of local 

resident’s lives and wellbeing) towards Critical and Important only. My 

understanding is that if a LP cannot demonstrate funding for all Critical 

Infrastructure it will be found unsound. If it cannot demonstrate funding 

for all Critical and Important then it may be found unsound. 

The major sources of funding identified and confirmed in my discussions 

with Simon Thornley for the LP, have been the new CIL (once the plan is 

adopted) and the New Homes Bonus. Additional funding will come from 

site specific 106 agreements and any successful bids for Government 

funding. 

CIl is estimated to produce c £54 million from developers once homes are 

completed. However many homes need Infrastructure in advance to 

provide access and services. 

Simon Thornley of TDC has stated clearly that they expect to use NHB as 

the main source of funding for the LP Infrastructure, averaging £4m pa for 

the next 20 years produing revenue totalling £80million. However I believe 

this is unrealistic and the NHB can only be relied on until 2015. Indeed the 

recent March 2013 Audit Office report into the NHB  states that most LA 

Finance Directors were only planning for the NHB until 2015 due to 

uncertainty over continued funding by any new Government.  At the very 

least this cannot be considered prudent financial management. No private 

company (or indeed Bank) would consider this source of funding certain 

for the next 20 years next twenty years as guaranteed. Appendix 1 

However even more disturbing questions must be raised over the use of 

the NHB for Infrastructure provision. 

Current and continuing reductions in Government grants to LA’s, have 

resulted in Teignbridge allocating the NHB to the Revenue Budget in 

recent years rather than use for Infrastructure.  This income is not ring 

fenced and can and is used by other Councils in many different ways. Only 

£1.8 m will be allocated by TDC for Infrastructure in the first 5 years of the 

scheme and the auspices are that, due to continuing Government Grant 

reductions, 100 % of the NHB for 2016/17 going forward will be used 

instead to maintain vital council services and avoid severe and politically 
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damaging Council Tax increases. TDC’s member’s newsletter highlighted 

this together with several verbal statements to this effect in public 

meetings by the elected leaders’ of the Council under questioning from 

me. Interestingly, I asked several questions regarding funding (or lack of 

it) at an Executive meeting which were subsequently not recorded in the 

minutes despite my requests for the questions and responses to be 

included both verbally and in writing to the Officers. 

Additionally the Government has recently announced that the NHB will be 

top sliced by as much as 35 % and passed directly to LEP’s who will use 

for growth generating projects –not necessarily in the area where the 

funds are generated. EG A303 duelling / Broadband.  Appendix2 

 

Therefore the only possible conclusion is that the funding required for the 

Infrastructure must be highly unlikely. Indeed it is probable that with 

section 106 agreements at around £20 m, CIL at £54 million and NHB at 

best £5m then only £80 m of the £243 million estimated by TDC can be 

funded by the development in the plan. This is only 66 % of the Critical 

costs and 33 % of the Total costs. Assuming of course that the costs are 

accurate in the first place and do not appreciate over the life of the plan . 

(Something we all know is guaranteed to occur) . Work has been 

undertaken by Experts in the field of engineering who have said that the 

NA3 Link Road alone will cost well over £20 m, almost triple the TDC 

estimate! Some funding may indeed come from the LEP and Government 

but it is completely unrealistic to assume that central funds of this scale 

will be handed to Teignbridge for local infrastructure! 

Conclusion. 

The Local Plan is not positively prepared or justified  

The Infrastructure income and cost forecasts are seriously flawed 

and not in any way realistic or achievable. Expecting the 

Government and the LEP to fund our local Infrastructure projects in 

Teignbridge is completely unrealistic given the Competition 

between competing District, County LA’s and Unitary Authorities 

and the evident need for large scale projects such as the A303 

duelling and wider faster Broadband provision in rural areas. 
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Local Plan is not consistent with National Policy 

The failure of TDC to adequately fund all critical and Important 

Infrastructure makes the Plan potentially unsound 

How can the LP be made sound 

Reduce the Housing numbers to around 10,000.Much easier to fund 

the reduced necessary infrastructure. Remove NA3 Wolborough 

from the plan entirely (too expensive, difficult topography and 

damaging to the environment). Focus Housing on fewer sites e.g.; 

Seale Hayne extension with no additional Infrastructure costs.  

 

Appendix 1 
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Appendix 2. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Lesley Tucker   

Date: 31 July 2013 11:27 

Subject: UNCLASSIFIED: RE: NHB 

To: Kelvyn Shantry  

Cc: Phil Shears , Simon Thornley <>, Adrienne Steatham < 

 > 

Dear Kelvyn 

I think you may be talking about the infrastructure investment fund (IIF) but I have included 

both to hopefully clarify things – 

  

2011/12 £750,000 transferred into the IIF; balance at end of year £750,000; 

2012/13 £250,000 transferred into the IIF; £659,320 spent mainly re Newton Abbot extra 

care housing and purchase of land in Newton Abbot; balance at end of year £340,680; 

2013/14 plan to transfer in £400,000 plus a further £250,000 extra from 2012/13 gives 

expected balance at end of the year £990,680; 

2014/15 plan to transfer in £300,000 gives expected balance at end of the year £1,290,680; 

2015/16 plan to transfer in £100,000 and spend £500,000 on the infrastructure plan for the 

A380 slip road contribution gives expected balance at the end of the year of £890,680. 

  

At the moment there are no approved budget plan figures for 2016/17 onwards but I am 

working on these and also updating all estimates to take account of the latest information 

available to feed into the updated budget plans for 2014/15 onwards with formal member 

consideration commencing at the Executive on 7 January 2014. Government funding for 
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future years up to 2015/16 is becoming clearer and funding scenarios for Teignbridge are 

being prepared for consideration by the administration. 

  

As also requested the detail about the NHB proposed top slice was announced on 27 June 

2013. In 2015/16 and presumably onwards government would take 35% of the total NHB in 

that year as part of the funding of the new national Single Local Growth Fund to be spent 

under the strategic direction of the LEPs. 

 

 

TDC Members newsletter No 7 June 2013  

3.4 Taking these two together I currently believe that the 2015/16 Council 

2013 revenue plan figures are reasonable based on the information I have to 

date. Those plan figures assume virtually 100% use of new homes budget to 

fund revenue in that year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


